Top 5 Things to Do in Biei, Japan

Japan is known for its unique characteristics. When tourists visit this country, they
usually go to very popular destinations. However, there is more to Japan than the
famous places that get everyone talking.
Biei is a small town located in Hokkaido, Northern Japan. It definitely deserves to be one
of the top attractions in the area as it presents a side of Japan that most tourists never
get to explore.
It is different yet interesting so anyone who has the chance to visit it will have a very
pleasant surprise. You don't only get to see picturesque landscapes, but to immerse into
the traditional Japanese culture as well.
These are the things you should do as soon as you get there:

1. See the Blue Pond

http://www.nationalgeographic.com/photography/photo-of-the-day/2011/11/blue-pond-japan/

This pond might be the most intriguing one you have ever seen. The bright blue shade
makes it look as if it's part of a fairytale.

Its ethereal appearance can't be fully explained. Allegedly the blue shade occurs thanks
to the aluminum hydroxide that reflects the blue light.
Still, the color changes according to the angle and it's different throughout the day. One
thing is for sure: if you're in Hokkaido, Japan you must see this mysterious Blue Pond.
Access

2. Go to the Stained Glass Shop

http://stainedglass.at.webry.info/200703/article_5.html

You don't only get to see some glass pieces of art, but you can even learn how to create
one yourself. The shop features two types of courses.
You can learn how to make an original glass lamp or a small night one. You will be
taught secrets of the craft and you can even brag with your creation later on.
Access

3. Relax in the hot springs at Shirogane Onsen

https://www.flickr.com/photos/slackrhackr/7050913005/

These soothing springs can take your aches away and help you unwind like never
before. Just let your body and mind enjoy the rich experience while getting delighted by
the lush nature that surrounds the place. You can find both indoor and outdoor facilities
so you can easily choose the serene bathing setting.
Access

4. Gaze at the Shirahige Waterfall

https://www.biei-hokkaido.jp/en/search/sightseeing/000060.html

If you take a 5-minute walk from the Shirongane springs, you will find the impressive
Shirahige waterfall, which is over 30 meters (nearly 100 ft) tall. The waterfall has a
mesmerizing cobalt blue shade with tints of green.
The best way to enjoy it is to go to the high bridge that is located nearby. The sight is
amazing irrespective of the season or time of the day.
Access

5. Explore Patchwork Road

http://www.talonjapan.com/category/area/hokkaido/biei/

The landscapes in Biei are just too spectacular and it would be a pity not to explore
everything. Patchwork Road's fields are wonderful and full of blooming flowers so
prepare to feel spellbound by their breathtaking charm.
Whether you drop by in Biei in the summer to see the picture-perfect colorful hills or in
the winter when everything is pure white, you will be simply amazed. You can also visit
the pyramid-shaped observatory, which provides a 360-degree view of the landscape.
Access

Biei is a special town and it's definitely worth visiting. Whether you want to see stunning
nature or to dive deep into the Japanese culture away from modern cities, you will enjoy
your stay in Biei. It's traditional, colorful, and full of life, which makes it the ideal place
to recharge your batteries and to discover the less known side of Japan.

